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SENATE, July 1, 1996.

The committee on Insurance, to whom was recommitted the peti-
tion (accompanied by bill. Senate, No. 739) of Frederick E. Berry for
legislation relative to insurance laws for certain domestic insurance
companies, reports the accompanying bill (Senate, No. 2335).

For the committee,

DIANNE WILKERSON.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Six

An Act relative to the insurance laws.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Cpurt assembled, and by the authority of the same, asfollows:

1 Section 180 F of Chapter 175 is hereby amended by inserting at
2 the end thereof the following paragraph:—
3 Mutual debts or mutual credits, whether arising out of one or
4 more contracts between an insolvent insurer and another insurer,
5 in connection with any action or proceeding under this chapter
6 shall be set off and the balance shall be allowed or paid except as
7 hereinafter provided. No set off shall be allowed in favor of any
8 insurer where:
9 (1) the obligation of the insolvent insurer to the other insurer

10 would not, as of the date of the filing of the petition for receiver-
-11 ship, entitle the other insurer to share as a claimant in the assets of
12 the insolvent insurer; or
13 (2) the obligation of the insolvent insurer to the other insurer
14 was purchased by or transferred to the other insurer with a view to
15 its being used as a set off, or
16 (3) the obligation of the insolvent insurer is owed to an affiliate
17 of such other insurer or any other entity or association other than
18 the insurer; or
19 (4) the obligation of the insurer is owed to an affiliate of the
20 insolvent insurer or any other entity or association other than the
21 insolvent insurer; or
22 (5) the obligation of the insurer is to pay an assessment levied
23 against the members or subscribers of the insolvent insurer or is to
24 pay a balance upon a subscription to the capital stock of the insol-
-25 vent insurer or is in any other way in the nature of a capital contri-
-26 bution; or
27 (6) the obligations between the insurer and the insolvent insurer
28 arise from business where either the insurer or the insolvent
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29 insurer has assumed risks and obligations from the other party and
30 then has ceded back to that party substantially the same risks and
31 obligations.
32 This paragraph shall apply to all contracts entered into,
33 renewed, extended or amended after July 1, 1996. This paragraph
34 is not intended to affect parties’ rights or obligations arising out of
35 contracts entered into prior to such effective date.
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